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Abstract—Implantable medical devices(IMDs)are man-made
devices, which can be implanted in the human body to improve
the functioning of various organs. The IMDs monitor and
treat physiological condition of the human being (for example,
monitoring of blood glucose level by insulin pump). The ad-
vancement of information and communication technology (ICT)
enhances the communication capabilities ofIMDs. In healthcare
applications, after mutual authentication, a user (for example,
doctor) can access the health data from theIMDs implanted
in a patient’s body. However, in this kind of communication
environment, there are always security and privacy issues such
as leakage of health data and malfunctioning ofIMDs by an
unauthorized access.

To mitigate these issues, in this paper, we propose a new secure
remote user authentication scheme forIMDs communication
environment to overcome security and privacy issues in existing
schemes. We provide the formal security verification using
the widely-accepted Automated Validation of Internet Security
Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool. We also provide the
informal security analysis of the proposed scheme. The formal
security verification and informal security analysis prove that
proposed scheme is secure against known attacks. The practical
demonstration of the proposed scheme is performed using the
broadly-accepted NS2 simulation tool. The computation and
communication costs of the proposed scheme are also comparable
with the existing schemes. Moreover, the scheme provides addi-
tional functionality features such as anonymity, untraceability
and dynamic implantable medical device addition.

Index Terms—Implantable medical devices, user authentica-
tion, key agreement, security, anonymity, AVISPA, NS2 simula-
tion.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Implantable medical devices(IMDs) monitor and treat
physiological conditions within the body of a patient. Different
types ofIMDs such as brain neurosimulator, pacemaker, gas-
tric implant and cochlear implant provide remote monitoring
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and treatment to patients with severe medical conditions. The
pervasiveness ofIMDs is growing continuously, for example,
25 million US citizens reliant on them for their day to day life
critical functions [1]. The globalIMDs market was valued at
$72, 265 million in 2015, and is projected to reach$116, 300
million by 2022, registering a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 7.1% from 2016 to 2022 [2]. Information and
communication technology (ICT) facilitates the information
exchange ofIMDs and provides them capabilities to com-
municate with each other.IMDs have the ability to send
the collected health related data of a patient to the nearby
controller node(CN) using the communication technologies
such as bluetooth, zigbee and infrared transmission.CN
is more powerful node as compared toIMDs as it has
more communication range, processing power and storage
capability. CN is connected to the Internet using an access
point. A user (for example, a doctor) can access the data
of an IMD via CN after successful mutual authentication.
However, in such kind of communication environment, there
are several security and privacy related issues such as replay
attack, man-in-the middle attack, impersonation attacks and
privileged-insider attack [3], [4], [5], [6].

A. Motivation

An attacker can exploit the vulnerabilities in theIMDs,
which can cause negative medical effects on the health of the
patient. Such effects are commonly known asadverse events
[7]. According to the report available in [8], the vulnerability
in an implanted insulin pump could be exploited by a hacker (a
remote malicious user) which can cause an overdose of insulin
to the diabetic patients. The overdose of insulin could then
cause hypoglycemia (low blood sugar level) which in extreme
case becomes a diabetic shock to the patient. Therefore,
security ofIMDs becomes a serious concern so that an illegal
party can not attack theIMDs implanted in a patient’s body.
Hence, there is a strong need to design a secure remote user
authentication scheme forIMDs by which the controller node
of a patient’sIMDs and a user (for example, a doctor) can
mutually authenticate each other. At the end, both entities
establish a secret session key shared between them for their
future secure communications. To address such an important
issue forIMDs communication environment, we propose a
new secure remote user authentication and key agreement
scheme.
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B. Main Contributions

The contribution of this paper is manyfold:

• We propose a new lightweight three-factor remote user
authentication scheme for implantable medical devices
in which the controller node of the implantable medical
devices of a patient and remote user can authenticate each
other.

• The security analysis shows that the proposed scheme is
secure. In addition, we test the formal security verifica-
tion of the proposed scheme using the widely-accepted
AVISPA tool to show the proposed scheme is also secure
against the replay and man-in-the middle attacks.

• We provide the practical implementation of the pro-
posed scheme using the widely-used NS2 simulation
tool to measure the impact of the scheme on network
performance parameters such as end-to-end delay and
throughput.

C. System Models

The following two models are considered to describe and
analyze the proposed scheme in the paper.

1) Network Model: The network model for the(IMD)s
communication environment shown in Figure1 is used in the
proposed scheme. In the given model, we have different types
of IMDs, such as brain neurosimulator and gastric simulator,
which are implanted in a patient’s body. There is a controller
node(CN) which collects data from allIMDs using wireless
communication technologies (for example, bluetooth, zigbee
and infrared transmission).CN is connected to the Internet
through an access point. The users can accessIMDs through
CN . Suppose there is a user (for example, a doctor)Ui wants
to access the data from the controller node belonging to a
set of implantable medical devices. In this scenario, we need
authentication betweenUi andCN .

Fig. 1. Network model ofIMDs communication environment

2) Threat Model:The well-known Dolev-Yao threat model
(DY model) [9] is used in the proposed scheme. Under the DY
model, the communication takes place over insecure channels.
Any two communicating parties can communicate each other
using a public channel [10], in which the end-point entities,
such asIMDl, CN , andUi, are not considered as trusted. An

attackerA can then have the opportunity to eavesdrop, modify
or delete the exchanged messages during the transmission in
order to tamper the communicated data.A can also physically
captureCN and can extract the stored information by using
the power analysis attacks [11], [12] as these devices are non-
tamper resistant. However, allIMDs are implanted inside the
body of a patient, and hence, there is a rare possibility of
physical capturing ofIMDs from a patient’s body. We further
assume that the trusted authority(TA) is fully trusted party
in the network, which is responsible for pre-deployment of
IMDs and the user registration phase as described in Section
III .

D. Structure of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II , we discuss the existing related authentication schemes
proposed forIMDs. The various phases of the proposed
scheme are discussed in SectionIII . The security analysis of
the proposed scheme is provided in SectionIV. The formal
security verification of the proposed scheme using the widely-
accepted AVISPA tool is given in SectionV. The performance
comparison of the related existing schemes and the proposed
scheme is provided in SectionVI. The practical demonstration
of the proposed scheme using the widely-accepted NS2 sim-
ulation tool is also provided in SectionVII. Finally, the paper
is concluded in SectionVIII .

I I. RELATED WORK

This section provides a brief review of the existing authen-
tication schemes proposed forIMD communication environ-
ment.

An ultrasonic distance-bounding based scheme proposed
by Rasmussenet al. [13] allows an IMD to give secure
access to a programmer (reader) within a proximity range.
The programmer has no constraint on power or computational
ability. However their scheme did not provide non traceability
property, session key security and also vulnerable to replay
and man-in-the middle attacks. Ellouzeet al. [14] presented
a scheme to secure cardiacIMDs. A Wireless Identifica-
tion and Sensing Platform (WISP) is used in their scheme.
They provided a solution to conserve the battery life of the
IMD by harvesting energy using radio frequency signals
from an UHF RFID reader to perform the key generation
and authentication. Furthermore, they have also proposed an
authentication mechanism using biometric keys for regular
and emergency cases which facilitates a secure communication
between the programmer and the WISP on theIMD. However
their scheme did not provide anonymity and non traceability
properties and also vulnerable to replay attack.

Jang et al. [3] provided a hybrid security scheme that
uses two heterogeneous cryptosystems: symmetric and asym-
metric. The heterogeneous cryptosystems used to facilitate
the different levels of security required by applications (for
example, medicalversusnon-medical) in the wireless body
area networks (WBANs). Their protocol contains two stages.
In the first stage, the global authentication between bio-sensor
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node (BSN) and certificate authority (CA)/data server are per-
formed, whereas in the second stage, the local authentication
between BSN and base station (BS) is executed. However
their scheme did not provide anonymity property and some
functionality features such as dynamic controller node addition
andIMD addition.

Several authentication schemes have been proposed in the
literature for the healthcare applications using radio-frequency
identification (RFID), wireless medical sensor networks and
wireless body area networks [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24]. He and Zeadally [4] proposed an authen-
tication scheme by using the ambient intelligence, specifically
for an Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) system that helps to
monitor health and also to provide tele-health care services.
Their system used the wearable sensors in the wireless body
area networks (WBANs) and assistive robotics. The system has
three levels of communications: 1) Intra-BAN: The wireless
body sensors communicate with the WBAN controllers; 2)
Inter-BAN: The WBAN controllers communicate with external
devices (for example, home service robots) and 3) Beyond-
BAN: The AAL server connects to the Internet.

Xu et al. [25] proposed a secure scheme for implantable car-
diac devices, called IMDGuard. It provides two mechanisms
for IMDs protection: the first one is an electrocardiogram
sensor (ECG) based key establishment without prior shared
secrets, and other one is an access control mechanism to
protect spoofing attacks. Rushananet al. [26] provided a
survey of existing techniques, which improve security and
privacy in IMDs and health BANs. A comprehensive survey
of security and privacy issues inIMDs is also provided in
[7]. Moreover, Denninget al. [27] discussed the human values
and security issues associated with theIMDs.

III. T HE PROPOSEDSCHEME

In this section, we present a new three-factor remote
user authentication protocol for implantable medical devices
communication environment, which uses the elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC).

The network model presented in Figure1 is followed in
the proposed scheme, in which there is a user (for example,
a patient) whose body is implanted with implantable medical
devicesIMDs, such as pacemaker and insulin pump. All these
IMDs monitor the patient’s health.IMDs have their own
functionalities and give services to the patient on the basis of
his/her symptoms.IMDs also have wireless communication
feature (for example, bluetooth technology) using which they
can send the patient’s monitored data to the nearby controller
node, sayCNj . CNj collects the sensed information securely
from IMDls. Suppose there is a user (for example, a doctor)
Ui wants to access the real-time data from a particularCNj

for monitoring and diagnosis of the patient remotely. In this
scenario, we require authentication betweenUi andCNj . Af-
ter mutual authentication betweenUi andCNj , they establish
a session key for the future secure communication. After this
successful mutual authentication only,Ui can access the live
data from the implantedIMDls in the patient’s body with the
help of CNj .

In this work, we use three factors: 1) mobile deviceMDi

of a userUi; 2) passwordPWi of Ui; and 3) biometrics
BIOi of Ui. The proposed scheme consists of the following
seven phases: 1) pre-deployment; 2) offline user registration;
3) login; 4) authentication and key agreement; 5) password
and biometric update; 6) dynamic controller node addition;
and 7) dynamicIMD addition.

TableI contains the notations which are used for describing
and analyzing the proposed scheme. We have used random
nonces and current timestamps to protect against strong replay
attack against an active adversary. For this purpose, we assume
that all the network entities are synchronized with their clocks.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Notation Description
Ui, MDi ith user and his/her mobile device
CNj jth controller node
IMDl lth implantable medical device
TA Trusted authority
IDi, PWi, BIOi Ui’s identity, password and biometric information
IDTA, IDCNj

Identities of trusted authority and controller node
RIDi, RIDCNj

Pseudo identities ofUi andCNj

N 1024-bit secret number ofTA
ri, rj 160-bit random nonces ofUi andCNj

RTSCNj
Registration timestamp ofCNj

Ti Generated current timestamp
∆T Maximum transmission delay associated with a message
Gen(·) Probabilistic generation procedure used in fuzzy extractor
Rep(·) Deterministic reproduction procedure used in fuzzy extractor
σi Biometric secret key ofUi

τi Public reproduction parameter ofUi

t Error tolerance threshold used in fuzzy extractor
Ep(a, b) A non-singular elliptic curve:y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p)

over a prime finite fieldZp (Galois fieldGF (p)) with
a, b ∈ Z∗

p are constants with4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p)
k.P Elliptic curve point multiplication;k ∈ Z∗

p & P ∈ Ep(a, b)
h(·) Collision-resistant cryptographic hash function
||, ⊕ Concatenation and bitwise XOR operations

In the proposed scheme, we use the elliptic curve point
multiplication operations. For better presentation of the paper,
in the following we present the basic properties of an elliptic
curve, and its two basic operations, such as point addition and
point multiplication. A non-singular elliptic curvey2 = x3 +
ax+b over a finite fieldGF (p) is denoted by the setEp(a, b)
consisting of the solutions(x, y) ∈ Zp×Zp to the congruence
y2 ≡ x3 +ax+b (mod p). Here,a, b ∈ Zp are constants with
the condition4a3+27b2 6= 0 (mod p), together with a special
point O, called the point at infinity or zero point,Zp = {0,
1, . . . , p − 1} and p > 3 be a large prime.Ep(a, b) forms
an abelian group (commutative group) under addition modulo
p operation [28] with the additive identityO and the additive
inverse−P ∈ Ep(a, b) of a point P ∈ Ep(a, b) such that if
P = (xP , yP ), we have−P = (xP ,−yP ), wherexP andyP

denote thex and y coordinates of the pointP ∈ Ep(a, b),
respectively. If we considerP = (xP , yP ) andQ = (xQ, yQ)
as two points on an elliptic curveEp(a, b), R = (xR, yR)
= P + Q ∈ Ep(a, b) is computed as follows [28]: xR =
(λ2−xP −xQ) (mod p), yR = (λ(xP −xR)−yP ) (mod p),

whereλ =

{

yQ−yP

xQ−xP
(mod p), if P 6= Q

3xP
2
+a

2yP
(mod p), if P = Q.

In elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), point multiplication
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(scalar multiplication) is defined as the repeated point ad-
ditions. For example, ifP ∈ Ep(a, b), 5P is computed as
5P = P + P + P + P + P .

Given a scalark ∈ Zp and a pointP ∈ Ep(a, b), computing
the scalar multiplicationQ = k.P is relatively easy. However,
given P andQ in Ep(a, b), it is computationally infeasible to
compute the scalark ∈ Zp, whereQ = k.P . This problem is
called the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP).

For biometric authentication, we use the fuzzy extractor
technique [29], [30]. A fuzzy extractor consists of the fol-
lowing two procedures: 1) probabilistic generation function
Gen(·) and 2) deterministic reproduction functionRep(·).
Upon input as a user personal biometricsBIOi, Gen(·)
produces output consisting of a secret biometric key of fixed
length, sayη bits, σi ∈ {0, 1}η and a public reproduction
parameterτi. On the other hand,Rep(·) takes the current
biometrics entered by the user, sayBIO′

i and also the public
reproduction parameterτi as input, provided the Hamming
distance betweenBIO′

i andBIOi is less than or equal to an
error tolerance threshold value,t. The output ofRep(·) is then
the original biometric keyσi, that is,σi = Rep(BIO′

i, τi).

A. Pre-deployment Phase

In this phase, a trusted authority(TA) is responsible for
registering each controller nodeCNj and each implantable
medical deviceIMDl prior to their deployment in a de-
ployment field (for example, a hospital) and the patient’s
body. For this purpose, theTA first selects a unique1024-
bit secret numberN for eachCNj and theIMDs attached
with CNj , and computes its pseudo identity using its own
identity IDTA as RIDTA = h(IDTA||N). The TA then
chooses a unique identityIDCNj

for eachCNj , and calculates
its corresponding pseudo identityRIDCNj

= h(IDCNj
||N)

and the temporary credential ofCNj using its registration
timestampRTSCNj

asTCCNj
= h(IDTA ||RTSCNj

||N).
The TA finally stores the information{RIDCNj

, TCCNj
,

RIDTA} in the memory of CNj and deploys it in the
deployment field.

For the pairwise key establishment between a deployed
CNj and IMDls in a patient’s body, we use the ex-
isting polynomial-based key distribution protocol proposed
by Blundo et al. [31]. For eachCNj , the TA first se-
lects a unique symmetric bivariate polynomialP(x, y) =
∑n

i=0

∑n
j=0

gi,jx
iyj ∈ GF (p)[x, y] of degreen over a finite

field (Galois field)GF (p), where the co-efficientsgi,j ’s are
taken from GF (p). Note that the primep is chosen as a
large number andn is also large, which is much larger than
the number ofIMDs deployed in a patient’s body attached
with CNj in order to preserve unconditional security andn-
collusion resistant property againstIMD capture attack by an
attacker [32]. For example, if a bivariate polynomialP(x, y)
= x4+ 3x3+ 2x2y2+ 3y3 + y4 over GF (5) is symmetric as
P(y, x) = y4+ 3y3+ 2y2x2+ 3x3+ x4 = P(x, y).

For each deployedIMDl, the TA generates a unique
identity IDIMDl

, computes the corresponding pseudo identity
RIDIMDl

= h(IDIMDl
||N) and the polynomial share

P(RIDIMDl
, y) which is a univariate polynomial of degree

n in GF (p), and stores this polynomial share and the pseudo
identity RIDIMDl

in the memory ofIMDl. Note that to
storeP(RIDIMDl

, y), the storage space required inIMDl

is (n + 1) log2(p) bits as the coefficients are fromGF (p). In
a similar way, forCNj theTA also computes the polynomial
shareP(RIDCNj

, y) which is a univariate polynomial of
degree n in GF (p), and stores this polynomial share in
the memory ofCNj . Finally, the information{RIDCNj

,
TCCNj

, RIDTA, P(RIDCNj
, y)} are stored inCNj ’s mem-

ory.
The motivation behind the use of the Blundoet al.’s scheme

[31] for pairwise key establishment between a deployedCNj

andIMDls in a patient’s body is as follows. If an adversary
A is able to compromise(n + 1) or more shares ofP(x, y),
he/she can easily reconstruct the originalP(x, y) uniquely
usingLagrange’s interpolation[33]. Hence, the disclosure of
up to n shares does not revealP(x, y) to A, and thus, non-
compromised shared keys based onP(x, y) remain completely
secure. Since the degreen of P(x, y) is much larger than the
number ofIMDs deployed in a patient’s body attached with
CNj , the proposed scheme preserves unconditional security
andn-collusion resistant property [32], [34].

B. Post-deployment Phase

Once the IMDs andCNj are deployed, the first task of
CNj and IMDs is to establish pairwise secret keys using the
pre-loaded information stored in their memory during the pre-
deployment phase described in SectionIII-A .

Suppose deployedIMDl and CNj want to establish a
pairwise secret key between them.IMDl first sends its pseudo
identity RIDIMDl

to CNj . In a similar manner,CNj also
sends its pseudo identityRIDCNj

to IMDl. After thatIMDl

computes the secret key shared withCNj using its own poly-
nomial share asSKIMDl,CNj

= P(RIDIMDl
, RIDCNj

). On
the other hand,CNj also computes the same secret key shared
with IMDl using its own polynomial share asSKCNj ,IMDl

= P(RIDCNj
, RIDIMDl

) = P(RIDIMDl
, RIDCNj

) (=
SKIMDl,CNj

) since the polynomialP(x, y) is symmetric.
Hence, bothIMDl and CNj will communicate securely in
order to bring the information sensed by theIMDl to CNj

using the established shared keySKIMDl,CNj
.

C. User Registration Phase

This phase discusses the registration procedure for a user
(for example, a doctor)Ui to access the information from
the controller nodeCNj of a patient’s implantable medical
devicesIMDs. For this purpose,Ui requires to register at the
TA securely either in person or via a secure channel. This
procedure is performed by theTA andUi with the following
steps:

Step REG1. Ui selects an identityIDi and sends it to
the TA securely. After receiving registration request, theTA
computes pseudo identity ofUi as RIDi = h(IDi ||N)
using its corresponding secret numberN andAi = h(RIDTA

||IDi), and sends the registration reply message〈RIDi, Ai,
RIDTA〉 to Ui securely.
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Step REG2. After receiving registration reply from theTA,
Ui chooses a non-singular elliptic curveEp(a, b): y2 = x3 +
ax+b (mod p) over a prime finite fieldZp, wherep is a large
prime anda, b ∈ Z∗

p are constants such that4a3 + 27b2 6= 0
(mod p). Ui further chooses a base pointP of orderm over
Ep(a, b) such thatm.P = O, whereO is called the point
at infinity or zero point.Ui then selects a private keyk and
computes the corresponding public keyQ = k.P , and makes
Q as public.

Step REG3. Ui selects a passwordPWi on his/her choice,
and inputs his/her biometricBIOi at the sensor of his/her
mobile device, sayMDi. MDi applies the fuzzy extractor
probabilistic generation functionGen(·) to generate the secret
biometric keyσi and the corresponding public parameterτi

as Gen(BIOi) = (σi, τi) as provided in [35], [36], [30].
The detailed information about the fuzzy extractor functions
Gen(·) andRep(·) can be found in [30].

Step REG4. MDi calculatesRID′
i = RIDi⊕ h(PWi||

σi), masked passwordRPWi = h(PWi ||k), Di = k⊕
h(IDi ||PWi ||σi), RID′

TA = RIDTA ⊕h(IDi ||k ||σi)
and A′

i = Ai⊕ h(k ||σi). After these computations,MDi

also computes the parametersBi = h(Ai ||RPWi) and
Ci = h(IDi ||RIDTA ||Bi ||σi). Finally, MDi stores the
information{RID′

i, RID′
TA, A′

i, Ci, Di, τi, Gen(·), Rep(·),
h(·), t} in its memory, wheret is the error tolerance threshold
value used inRep(·) in order to recover the original biometric
key σi.

D. Login Phase

Ui performs the following steps to execute the login phase:
Step L1. Ui inputs his/her identityIDi and passwordPWi

into the interface ofMDi, and also imprints his/her biometrics
BIO′

i at the sensor ofMDi. MDi then extracts biometric key
σ′

i = Rep(BIO′
i, τi) provided that the Hamming distance be-

tween the original biometricsBIOi at the time of registration
and the recent enteredBIO′

i is less than the error tolerance
threshold valuet. Then, MDi computesk′ = Di⊕ h(IDi

||PWi ||σ
′
i), RPW ′

i = h(PWi ||k
′), A∗

i = A′
i⊕h(k′ ||σ′

i), B∗
i

= h(A∗
i ||RPW ′

i ), RID∗
TA = RID′

TA ⊕h(IDi|| k′||σ′
i) and

RID∗
i = RID′

i ⊕h(PWi ||σ′
i) and C∗

i = h(IDi ||RID∗
TA

||B∗
i ||σ′

i). After computing these values,MDi checks whether
the conditionC∗

i = Ci holds or not. If it holds,Ui passes
both password and biometric verification. Otherwise, the login
process is terminated immediately.

Step L2. MDi generates the current timestampT1 and160-
bit random nonceri. MDi then computesai = h(ri ||T1

||RID∗
i ||RPW ′

i ||σ′
i), bi = h(RID∗

TA ||T1), M1 = ai.P and
the ElGamal type signatureM2 = ai+k′.bi (mod p). Finally,
MDi sends the login request message〈M1, M2, T1〉 to CNj

via a public channel.

E. Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

After receiving the login request〈M1,M2, T1〉 from Ui at
time T ∗

1 by CNj , the following steps are executed for mutual
authentication and key establishment betweenUi andCNj :

Step AKE1. CNj first checks the timeliness ofT1 by the
condition |T1 − T ∗

1 | < ∆T , where ∆T is the maximum

User (Ui)/Mobile device(MDi) Controller node(CNj)

Input IDi, PWi, BIO′
i.

Extractσ′
i = Rep(BIO′

i, τi).
Computek′ = Di ⊕ h(IDi||PWi ||σ′

i),
RPW ′

i = h(PWi ||k
′),

A∗
i = A′

i ⊕ h(k′ ||σ′
i),

B∗
i = h(A∗

i ||RPW ′
i ), Check|T1 − T ∗

1 | < ∆T , if so
RID∗

TA = RID′
TA ⊕ h(IDi|| k′||σ′

i), computeb′i = h(RIDTA||T1),
RID∗

i = RID′
i ⊕ h(PWi ||σ′

i), Verify if M2.P = M1 + b′i.Q?
C∗

i = h(IDi||RID∗
TA ||B∗

i ||σ
′
i). If holds, chooseT2 andrj .

Check if C∗
i = Ci? if so, Compute

chooseT1, ri. Compute cj = h(rj ||T2 ||RIDCNj
||TCCNj

),
ai = h(ri||T1||RID∗

i ||RPW ′
i ||σ

′
i), M4 = cj .P ,

bi = h(RID∗
TA||T1), M1 = ai.P , kij = cj .M1 = (aicj).P ,

M2 = ai + k′.bi (mod p). SKij = h(kij ||RIDTA ||T1||T2),
〈M1,M2, T1〉
−−−−−−−−−→

M5 = h(SKij ||T2).

(via open channel) 〈M4,M5, T2〉
←−−−−−−−−−
(via open channel)

Check if |T2 − T ∗
2 | < ∆T?

Computek∗
ij = ai.M4 = (aicj).P ,

SK∗
ij = h(k∗

ij ||RID∗
TA ||T1||T2),

M6 = h(SK∗
ij ||T2). Check if |T3 − T ∗

3 | < ∆T?
Check if M6 = M5? If so, chooseT3. ComputeM8 = h(SKij ||T3).
ComputeM7 = h(SK∗

ij ||T3). Check if M8 = M7?
〈M7, T3〉
−−−−−−→
(via open channel)

Both Ui and CNj store session keySKij (= SK∗
ij).

Fig. 2. Summary of login, and authentication and key agreement phases

transmission delay. If timeliness matches,CNj computesb′i =
h(RIDTA ||T1) and verifies the signature by the condition
M2.P = M1+ b′i.Q. Note that M2.P = (ai + k.bi).P
= ai.P + k.bi.P = M1 + bi.Q = M1 + b′i.Q. If verification
matches,CNj chooses current timestampT2 and 160-bit
random noncerj , and computescj = h(rj ||T2 ||RIDCNj

||TCCNj
), M4 = cj .P , kij = cj .M1 = (aicj).P . After these

computations,CNj computes the session keySKij = h(kij

||RIDTA ||T1||T2) shared withUi andM5 = h(SKij ||T2).
Then,CNj sends the authentication reply〈M4,M5, T2〉 to Ui

via a public channel.

Step AKE2. After receiving the authentication reply
〈M4,M5, T2〉 from CNj at timeT ∗

2 , Ui checks the timeliness
of T2 by the verification condition|T2 − T ∗

2 | < ∆T . If
it does not hold,Ui immediately terminates the connection.
Otherwise,Ui computesk∗

ij = ai.M4 = (aicj).P and session
key SK∗

ij = h(k∗
ij ||RID∗

TA ||T1||T2) shared withUi, and
M6 = h(SK∗

ij ||T2). Ui then checks whether the condition
M6 = M5 holds. If it is so, CNj is authenticated by
Ui. Furthermore,Ui generates the current timestampT3 and
computesM7 = h(SK∗

ij ||T3) and sends acknowledgment
message〈M7, T3〉 to CNj via an open channel.

Step AKE3. After receiving the message〈M7, T3〉 from Ui

at timeT ∗
3 , CNj checks the timeliness ofT3 by the condition

|T3 − T ∗
3 | < ∆T . If this condition holds,CNj calculatesM8

= h(SKij ||T3) and checks ifM8 = M7 holds. If it does not
match, it immediately terminates the connection. Otherwise,
it is considered that the calculated session keySK∗

ij by Ui

is correct, and bothUi andCNj stores the same session key
SKij = (SK∗

ij) for future secure communication.

The login, and authentication and key agreement phases of
the proposed scheme are summarized in Figure2.
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F. Password and Biometric Update Phase

In this phase, we provide the password & biometric update
facility in which a legitimate userUi can change his/her
password as well as biometrics at any time without involving
the TA for security reasons. The following steps are required
for this phase:

Step PB1. Ui inputs his/her identityIDi, old password
PW old

i to the interface ofMDi, and also imprints his/her
old biometricsBIOold

i to the sensor ofMDi. MDi then
extracts biometric keyσold

i = Rep(BIOold
i , τi) provided

that the Hamming distance between the original biometrics
BIOi at the time of registration and the enteredBIOold

i is
less than the error tolerance threshold valuet. In addition,
MDi calculatesk = Di⊕ h(IDi ||PW old

i ||σold
i ), RPW old

i

= h(PW old
i ||k), Aold

i = A′
i⊕ h(k ||σold

i ), Bold
i = h(Aold

i

||RPW old
i ), RIDTA = RID′

TA ⊕ h(IDi|| k||σold
i ), RIDi

= RID′
i ⊕h(PW old

i ||σold
i ) and Cold

i = h(IDi ||RIDTA

||Bold
i ||σold

i ). After computing these values,MDi checks the
condition Cold

i = Ci. If it holds, Ui is treated as an actual
user who passes both password and biometric verification, and
he/she can proceed for the password and biometric update
procedure. Otherwise, the password and biometric update
process is terminated immediately.

Step PB2. Ui provides a new passwordPWnew
i , and

also imprints new biometricsBIOnew
i , if Ui is desired to

changeBIOold
i . It is also noted that ifUi does not want

to change his/her biometrics, he/she still can keep the same
old biometrics BIOold

i , and in this situation,BIOnew
i is

considered asBIOold
i . After these inputs,MDi computes

σnew
i = Rep(BIOnew

i , τnew
i ), RPWnew

i = h(PWnew
i ||k),

Anew
i = Aold

i ⊕h(k ||σnew
i ), Bnew

i = h(Anew
i ||RPWnew

i ),
RID′′

TA = RIDTA ⊕h(IDi|| k|| σnew
i ), RID′′

i = RIDi⊕
h(PWnew

i ||σnew
i ), Cnew

i = h(IDi ||RID′′
TA ||Bnew

i ||σnew
i )

andD′′
i = k⊕ h(IDi ||PWnew

i ||σnew
i ).

Step PB3. Finally, MDi replacesRID′
i, RID′

TA, A′
i, Ci,

Di andτi with RID′′
i , RID′′

TA, Anew
i , Cnew

i , D′′
i andτnew

i ,
respectively.

We summarize the password and biometric update phase
related to the proposed scheme in Figure3.

G. Dynamic Controller Node Addition Phase

This phase is required to deploy a new controller scheme,
say CNnew

j in the existing network. TheTA performs the
following steps for the dynamic controller node addition:

Step 1. TheTA first assigns a new unique identityIDnew
CNj

,
which is different from the identities of the already deployed
controller nodes. TheTA then computes the pseudo identity
for CNnew

j as RIDnew
CNj

= h(IDnew
CNj

||N) and TCnew
CNj

=
h(IDTA|| RTSnew

CNj
||N), whereRTSnew

CNj
is newly generated

registration timestamp forCNnew
j . TA also computes polyno-

mial shareP(RIDnew
CNj

, y), which is a univariate polynomial
in GF (p).

Step 2. Finally, the TA stores the credentials{RIDnew
CNj

,
TCnew

CNj
, RIDTA, P(RIDnew

CNj
, y)} into the memory of

CNnew
j prior to its deployment.

User (Ui) Mobile device(MDi)

Input identityIDi,
old passwordPW old

i , and
imprint biometricsBIOold

i . Extractσold
i = Rep(BIOold

i , τi).
Calculate
k = Di⊕ h(IDi ||PW old

i ||σold
i ),

RPW old
i = h(PW old

i ||k),
Aold

i = A′
i⊕ h(k ||σold

i ),
Bold

i = h(Aold
i ||RPW old

i ),
RIDTA = RID′

TA ⊕ h(IDi|| k||σold
i ),

RIDi = RID′
i ⊕h(PW old

i ||σold
i )

Cold
i = h(IDi ||RIDTA ||Bold

i ||σold
i ).

Check if Cold
i = Ci?

If so, askUi to enter new password
and imprint new biometrics.

Input new passwordPWnew
i .

Imprint newBIOnew
i . Calculateσnew

i = Rep(BIOnew
i , τnew

i ),
RPWnew

i = h(PWnew
i ||k),

Anew
i = Aold

i ⊕h(k ||σnew
i ),

Bnew
i = h(Anew

i ||RPWnew
i ),

RID′′
TA = RIDTA ⊕h(IDi|| k|| σnew

i ),
RID′′

i = RIDi⊕ h(PWnew
i ||σnew

i ),
Cnew

i = h(IDi ||RID′′
TA ||Bnew

i ||σnew
i ),

D′′
i = k⊕ h(IDi ||PWnew

i ||σnew
i ).

ReplaceRID′
i, RID′

TA, A′
i, Ci, Di

andτi with RID′′
i , RID′′

TA, Anew
i ,

Cnew
i , D′′

i andτnew
i , respectively.

Fig. 3. Summary of password and biometric update phase

H. Dynamic IMD Addition Phase

To deploy a newIMD or to replace an existingIMD by
another newIMD, sayIMD′

l, theTA executes the following
steps:

Step 1. The TA generates a unique identityID′
IMDl

, and
computes the corresponding pseudo identityRID′

IMDl
=

h(ID′
IMDl

||N) and the polynomial shareP(RID′
IMDl

, y).
Step 2. TheTA then storesP(RID′

IMDl
, y) andRID′

IMDl

in the memory ofIMD′
l.

Note that there is no need to update any polynomial share
in CNj . TheTA only needs to informCNj about the deploy-
ment of IMD′

l. After deployment ofIMD′
l, it can establish

pairwise key withCNj as SKIMD′

l
,CNj

= P(RIDIMD′

l
,

RIDCNj
) = P(RIDCNj

, RIDIMD′

l
) and start secure com-

munication using the established keySKIMD′

l
,CNj

with the
help of the post-deployment phase given in SectionIII-B .

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we show that the proposed scheme is secure
against the following possible known attacks:

Replay attack:In the proposed scheme, during the login,
and authentication and key agreement phases, the messages
Msg1 = 〈M1,M2, T1〉, Msg2 = 〈M4, M5, T2〉 andMsg3 =
〈M7, T3〉 are exchanged between a userUi and a controller
node CNj . These messages involve different current times-
tamps T1, T2 and T3. If an adversaryA intercepts these
messages and tries to replay these messages later, the validity
of timestamps in these messages will fail, and as a result,
the messages will be treated as the old messages. Hence, our
scheme provides protection against replay attack.

Man-in-the-middle attack:SupposeA intercepts the mes-
sageMsg1 and attempts to modify this message to create a
valid login message. For creating the valid login message,A
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can generate a random nonceria and current timestampT1a.
Then,A is not able to computeM ′

1 = aia.P , aia = h(rai ||T1a

||RID∗
i ||RPW ′

i ||σi) becauseA does not know the values of
RID∗

i , RPW ′
i and the biometric secret keyσi of the userUi.

Similarly, if A tries to compute the signatureM ′
2 = aia +k.b′i

(mod p), he/she needsaia andb′i = h(RID′
TA ||T1a). A can

not also computeM ′
2 because he/she does not knowRID′

TA

andk, which is the secret key ofUi. Therefore,A is not able
to modify Msg1. In a similar way,A can not modify other
messagesMsg2 and Msg3. Therefore, our scheme provides
protection against man-in-the-middle attack.

Privileged-insider and offline password guessing attacks:A
privileged user of theTA, who may be an internal adversary
A, can obtainRIDi during the userUi’s registration phase.
In addition, suppose the mobile deviceMDi of Ui is lost
or stolen byA after the registration process is finished.MDi

contains information{RID′
i, RID′

TA, A′
i, Ci, Di, τi, Gen(·),

Rep(·), h(·), t}. Even by retrieving all stored information from
MDi using the power analysis attacks [11], [12], A can not
guess the correct passwordPWi because he/she does not know
the private keyk of Ui and his/her secret biometric keyσi from
Ci and Di. Therefore, the correct guess ofPWi will not be
successful byA. Hence, the proposed scheme is secure against
both privileged-insider and offline password guessing attacks.

User impersonation attack:SupposeA intercepts the mes-
sageMsg1 = 〈M1, M2, T1〉 during the login phase, and tries
to impersonate as a legal userUi by sending a valid login
request message toCNj . A can not compute the secretai from
M1 = ai.P due to hardness of the ECDLP problem (discussed
in SectionIII ). In order to perform user impersonation attack,
A can generate the current timestampT ′

1 and a random nonce
ria. To generate valid login request message, sayMsg′1 =
〈M ′

1,M
′
2, T ′

1〉, A requires to computeM ′
1 = aia.P andM ′

2 =
aia+ k.bia (mod p), whereaia = h(ria ||T ′

1 ||RID∗
i ||RPW ′

i

||σi) and bia = h(RID∗
TA ||T ′

1). A can not computeMsg′1
as he/she does not knowRID∗

i , RID∗
TA, RPW ′

i , σi and the
secret keyk of Ui. Therefore, the user impersonation attack
is protected in our scheme.

Controller node impersonation attack:SupposeA intercepts
the messageMsg2 = 〈M4, M5, T2〉 during the authentication
and key establishment phase, and tries to impersonate as a
controller nodeCNj by sending a valid authentication reply
message toUi. A can not compute the secretcj from M4 =
cj .P due to hardness of the ECDLP problem.A can generate
the current timestampT ′

2, and random noncesria andrja. To
generate a valid message, sayMsg′2 = 〈M ′

4,M
′
5, T ′

2〉, A needs
to computeM ′

4 = cja.P , M ′
5 = h(SK ′

ij ||T ′
2), wherecja =

h(rja ||T ′
2 ||RIDCNj

||TCCNj
), k′

ij = cja.M ′
1 = (aiacja).P ,

aia = h(ria ||T1|| RID∗
i ||RPW ′

i ||σi), andSK ′
ij = h(k′

ij

||RIDTA ||T1 ||T ′
2). A can not computeMsg′2 as he/she does

not knowRIDCNj
, TCCNj

, RID∗
i , RID∗

TA, RPW ′
i andσi.

Thus, our scheme is secure against such an attack.
Session key security:During the login and authentication &

session key agreement phases,Ui sends the messageMsg1

= 〈M1,M2, T1〉 to CNj . Then CNj replies to Ui with
the messageMsg2 = 〈M4,M5, T2〉. Further,Ui sends the
acknowledgment messageMsg3 = 〈M7, T3〉 to CNj . In all
these messages session keySKij (= SK∗

ij) is protected by the

one-way hash functionh(·). Moreover, without the knowledge
of short term secrets such as random noncesri and rj , and
long term secrets, such as identitiesRIDTA, RIDi, RIDCNj

andTCCNj
, A can not compute session keySKij . Therefore,

due to the use of these short term and long term secrets, and
also the collision resistance property ofh(·), the computation
of SKij is computationally infeasible forA. As a result, the
proposed scheme provides session key security.

Anonymity and untraceability:Suppose an adversaryA
intercepts the messagesMsg1 = 〈M1,M2, T1〉, Msg2 =
〈M4,M5, T2〉 andMsg3 = 〈M7, T3〉 during the login and au-
thentication & key agreement phases. Due to usage of random
noncesri, rj and current timestamps, each ofai, bi, cj and
kij becomes dynamic and “unique” in all messages for each
session. Moreover, none of these messages directly includes
IDi andIDCNj

. Hence, the proposed scheme preserves both
anonymity and untraceability properties.

Resilience against controller node physical capture attack:
As in [37], [38], the resilience against controller node physical
capture attack of the proposed scheme in the IMD communi-
cation environment is as follows. Assume thatc controller
nodes are physically captured by an adversaryA. It is then
measured as the total secure communications compromised
by a capture ofc controller nodesnot including the com-
munication in which the compromised controller nodes are
directly involved. Let Pe(c) denote the probability thatA
can decrypt the secure communication between a userUi and
a non-compromised controller nodeCNj when c controller
nodes are already compromised. IfPe(c) = 0, a user authen-
tication scheme is known as unconditionally secure against
controller node capture attack. By physically capturing a con-
troller nodeCN ′

j , A can extract the information{RIDCNj
,

TCCNj
, RIDTA, P(RIDCNj

, y)} from its memory using
power analysis attacks [11], [12]. Note that allRIDCNj

,
TCCNj

andP(RIDCNj
, y) are distinct for all the controller

nodes, and these are generated by theTA. Therefore, by
capturing CN ′

j , A can only compromise the session key
between that the userUi andCN ′

j . However, the session keys
between that userUi and other non-compromised controller
nodesCNjs can not be compromised byA. Then, compromise
of a controller node does not lead to compromise secure
communications among the user and other non-compromised
controller nodes. Hence, our scheme is unconditionally secure
against controller node physical capture attack.

Denial-of-service attack (DoS):Even if a legal userUi

enters incorrectIDi and/or PWi during login phase, it is
locally checked through the verificationC∗

i = Ci (Step L1
in Section III-D ). The login request of the userUi is sent
to the controller node only after successful verification. As a
result, the proposed scheme is secure against such DoS attack.

Stolen mobile device attack:Suppose the mobile device
MDi of a legal userUi is lost or stolen by an attackerA.
A can then extract all information{RID′

i, RID′
TA, A′

i, Ci,
Di, τi, Gen(·), Rep(·), h(·), t} stored in MDi using the
power analysis attacks. To correctly guessIDi andPWi from
the extracted informationCi and Di, A needs to know both
the secretsk and σi. Thus, it is computationally infeasible
for A to correctly guess bothIDi and PWi. Therefore, the
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proposed scheme is secure against stolen mobile device attack.

V. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION USING AVISPA

In this section, we provide the formal security verification
of the proposed scheme using the widely-accepted AVISPA
tool [39], [40].

In AVISPA, we first implement the security protocol in
the role-based expressive formal language, called the High
Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL). HLPSL is
translated into the intermediate format (IF) using the translator,
called HLPSL2IF. IF is a lower-level language than HLPSL
and is read directly by the back-ends to the AVISPA tool.
There are four backends in AVISPA tool: 1) On-the-fly Model-
Checker (OFMC); 2) Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher
(CL-AtSe); 3) SAT-based Model-Checker (SATMC) and 4)
Tree Automata based on Automatic Approximations for the
Analysis of Security Protocols (TA4SP). Finally, the backends
produce the output format (OF), which precisely tells whether
the protocol is safe or unsafe. If it is unsafe, the OF also lists
the attack trace. In AVISPA, the communication channel is
public and it is modeled using the Dolev-Yao threat model [9].
Thus, the intruder (which is always denoted byi in HLPSL)
can also take a legitimate role in the protocol run. The detailed
description of the AVISPA tool and the HLPSL is available in
[39], [40].

% OFMC
% Version of 2006/02/13
SUMMARY
  SAFE
DETAILS
  BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS
PROTOCOL
  C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite
    \results\auth_imd.if
GOAL
  as_specified
BACKEND
  OFMC
COMMENTS
STATISTICS
  parseTime: 0.00s
  searchTime: 21.09s
  visitedNodes: 315 nodes
  depth: 12 plies

SUMMARY
  SAFE
DETAILS
  BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS
  TYPED_MODEL
PROTOCOL
  C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite
    \results\auth_imd.if
GOAL
  As Specified
BACKEND
  CL−AtSe

STATISTICS

  Analysed   : 1111 states
  Reachable  : 1108 states
  Translation: 0.13 seconds
  Computation: 8.69 seconds

Fig. 4. The result of the analysis using OFMC and CL-AtSe backends

In HLPSL, each entity in the network (userUi, theTA and
controller nodeCNj) is implemented in a role. Apart from
these basic roles, we have other two mandatory roles, called
session, and goal and environment. Each role contains global
constants and a composition of one or more sessions, where
the intruder may play some roles as legitimate user. For the
replay attack checking, OFMC checks whether the legitimate
agents can execute the specified protocol by performing a
search of a passive intruder. For the Dolev-Yao model check,
this back-end also checks whether there is any man-in-the-
middle attack possible by the intruder. We have simulated the
proposed scheme using the Security Protocol ANimator for
AVISPA (SPAN) [41] for the OFMC and CL-AtSe back-ends
since these backends supports bitwise XOR operation. The
simulation results of the analysis provided in Figure4 show
that the proposed scheme is secure against replay and man-
in-the-middle attacks.

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section, we compare the computation and communi-
cation costs, and functionality features of the proposed scheme
with other related existing schemes, such as the schemes of
Rasmussenet al. [13], Ellouzeet al. [14], Janget al. [3] and
He-Zeadally [4].

The comparison of functionality features of the existing
schemes and our scheme is given in TableII. It is evident
from the table that Rasmussenet al.’s scheme does not provide
FNF3, FNF5, FNF8, FNF9, FNF14 andFNF17; Janget
al.’s scheme does not provide the featuresFNF2, FNF13,
FNF14 andFNF17; Ellouzeet al.’s scheme does not provide
FNF2, FNF3, FNF8, FNF14, FNF15 and FNF17; and
He-Zeadally’s scheme does not also provideFNF13, FNF14

andFNF17. On the other hand, the proposed scheme provides
all the functionality features listed in the table.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES

Feature Rasmussen Jang Ellouze He- Our
et al. et al. et al. Zeadally

FNF1 X X X X X

FNF2 X × × X X

FNF3 × X × X X

FNF4 X X X X X

FNF5 × X X X X

FNF6 X X X X X

FNF7 X X X X X

FNF8 × X × X X

FNF9 × X X X X

FNF10 N/A N/A N/A X X

FNF11 N/A N/A N/A N/A X

FNF12 N/A N/A N/A N/A X

FNF13 N/A × N/A × X

FNF14 × × × × X

FNF15 X N/A × X X

FNF16 X X X X X

FNF17 × × × × X

Note: FNF1: mutual authentication;FNF2: anonymity; FNF3: non-
traceability; FNF4: session-key agreement;FNF5: session key security;
FNF6: confidentiality; FNF7: integrity; FNF8: strong replay attack;
FNF9: man-in-the-middle attack;FNF10: efficient login phase;FNF11:
password update phase;FNF12: biometric update phase;FNF13: dynamic
controller node addition;FNF14: dynamic IMD addition; FNF15: pro-
tection against stolen mobile device/programmer attack;FNF16: protection
against impersonation attack;FNF17: formal security verification using
AVISPA tool.
×: a scheme is insecure against a particular attack or does not support a
particular feature;X: a scheme is secure against a particular attack or supports
a particular feature; N/A: not applicable in a scheme.

For computation costs comparison, we have listed the ap-
proximate time needed for various cryptographic operations
in Table III . We use the existing experimental results for
these operations [42]. The comparison of computation costs of
existing related schemes [13], [14] (for regular mode), [3] (for
global authentication), [4] and the proposed scheme is given in
TableIV. Though the computation cost of our scheme is more
than that for the schemes of Rasmussenet al. and Ellouzeet
al., it can be considered as our scheme provides more security
and functionality features as compared to those schemes.

For communication costs comparison, we have taken the
timestamp, sequence number or random nonce is of32 bits
each. If the SHA-1 [43] hash function is used, the size of
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TABLE III
APPROXIMATE TIME REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS OPERATIONS[42]

Notation Description Approx. computation
(time to compute) time (seconds)

Th One-way hash function 0.00032
Tecm ECC point multiplication 0.0171
Teca ECC point addition 0.0044
Tsenc Symmetric encryption 0.0056
Tsdec Symmetric decryption 0.0056
Tme Modular exponentiation 0.0192
Tfe ≈ Tecm [42] Fuzzy extractor function 0.0171

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION COSTS COMPARISON

Scheme Computation cost
Rasmussenet al. 2Tme + 1Th ≈ 0.03872s
Janget al. 25Tecm + 15Teca + 5Th ≈ 0.4951s
Ellouzeet al. 6Th + 2Tsenc/Tsdec ≈ 0.01312s
He-Zeadally 6Tecm + 8Tsenc/Tsdec+ 4Th ≈ 0.1487s
Proposed scheme Tfe + 6Tecm + 17Th ≈ 0.12514s

hash digest is160 bits. All identities are assumed to be160
bits each. We further assume that the1024-bit Diffie-Hellman
key is used in Rasmussenet al.’s protocol, since an160-bit
ECC cryptosystem provides the same security as1024-bit RSA
cryptosystem [44]. Thus, each elliptic curve point of the form
P = (xP , yP ) requires(160 + 160) = 320 bits. The public
key cryptosystem used in Janget al.’s [3] hybrid protocol is
considered as ECC. Therefore, in that case ECC encryption
of a plaintext, which is an ECC pointPm, using the public
key produces the ciphertext(C1, C2), where bothC1 andC2

are ECC points and the ciphertext requires(320+320) = 640
bits. Additionally, symmetric encryption/decryption is of128
bits (if we apply the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
[45]). TableV shows the comparison of communication costs
of the related existing schemes [13], [14] (for regular mode),
[3] (for global authentication), [4] and our scheme in terms
of the number of messages and number of bits. The results in
this table show that though the communication cost of Ellouze
et al.’s scheme is less than our scheme, but it can be accepted
as our scheme provides more security and more functionality
features as compared to other schemes.

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION OVERHEADS COMPARISON

Scheme No. of messages No. of bits
Rasmussenet al. 6 2210
Janget al. 8 5920
Ellouzeet al. 3 961
He-Zeadally 4 3232
Proposed scheme 3 1216

VII. PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE: NS2 SIMULATION STUDY

In this section, to measure the impact of the proposed
scheme on the network performance parameters, such as end-
to-end delay (in seconds) and throughput (in bits per second),

we have used widely accepted NS2 2.35 simulator [46], [47]
on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS platform.

A. Simulation Parameters

The parameters used in the NS2 simulation are given in
TableVI . The network coverage area is taken as80× 80 m2.
The communication ranges of implantable medical devices
and controller nodes are taken as25 meters and50 meters,
respectively. The medium access control type is the standard
IEEE 802.15.4 and the network was simulated for the duration
of 1800 seconds (30minutes). Apart from these, all other
standard parameters are considered for the simulation.

B. Simulation Environment

We have considered the following three network scenarios,
in which there are three controller nodesCNjs and three
patients implanted with fiveIMDjs each. Hence, there are
a total of15 IMDjs are deployed in the simulation.

• Scenario 1.In this scenario, there are three users(Uis),
three controller nodes(CNjs) and15 IMDjs.

• Scenario 2.Under this scenario, we have taken five users
(Uis), three controller nodes(CNjs) and15 IMDjs.

• Scenario 3.Here, there are nine users(Uis), three con-
troller nodes(CNjs) and15 IMDjs.

In each scenario, we have considered the three messages:
{M1,M2, T1} from Ui to CNj , {M4,M5, T2} from CNj to
Ui, and {M7, T3} from Ui to CNj , which are of sizes512
bits, 512 bits, 192 bits, respectively.

TABLE VI
VARIOUS SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Description
Platform Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Network scenarios 1, 2 and3
Number of users 3, 5, 9 for scenarios1, 2, 3
Number of controller nodes 3 for all scenarios
Number of implantable medical devices15 for all scenarios
Simulation time 1800 seconds

C. Simulation Results and Discussions

In order to measure the impact of the proposed scheme, we
have calculated the network performance parameters, such as
end-to-end delay and throughput.

1) Impact on End-to-end Delay:The end-to-end delay
(EED) is formulated as the average time taken by the data
packets (messages) to arrive at the destination from the source.
The EED is then calculated as

∑npkt

i=1
(Treci

− Tsendi
)/npkt,

whereTreci
andTsendi

are the receiving and sending time of a
packeti, respectively, andnpkt is the total number of packets.
The EEDs of the proposed scheme for different scenarios
are provided in Fig.5(a). The values ofEEDs are0.02719,
0.03188 and 0.06765 seconds for the scenarios1, 2 and 3,
respectively. Note that the value ofEED increases with the
increasing number of users. The increment in number of users
results more number of exchanged messages, which further
incurs congestion, and therefore,EED increases in scenarios
2 and3.
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2) Impact on Throughput:The throughput is measured as
the number of bits transmitted per unit time. The network
throughput (in bps) of the proposed scheme under different
network scenarios is provided in Fig.5(b). The throughput is
formulated asnr×|pkt|

Td
, whereTd is the total time (in seconds),

|pkt| the size of a packet andnr the total number of received
packets. Note that the simulation time as1800s, which is
considered as the total time. The throughput values are4.98,
9.10 and 10.99 bps for the scenarios1, 2 and 3, receptively.
The throughput also increases in scenarios2 and3.
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Fig. 5. Network performance: (a) throughput and (b) end-to-end delay

VIII. C ONCLUSION

The use ofIMDs facilitates the remote monitoring of the
health of a patient. TheIMDs specially improve the quality of
life of elderly people, who other has problem to move easily.
A doctor can provide them remote consultation on the basis
of their health data, which is collected by the help ofIMDs.
However, wireless communication raises serious threats in the
IMD deployment. In this paper, we proposed a remote user
authentication scheme through which a user (a doctor) and
a controller node can mutually authenticate each other and
establish a session key for their future secure communication.
Apart from that the pairwise key establishment between a
controller node and itsIMDs is also provided in the proposed
scheme for the secure communication between them. The
computation and communication costs of the proposed scheme
are comparable with the existing related schemes. In addition,
the proposed scheme also provides better security and more
functionality features, such as password and biometric update
phase, dynamic controller node andIMD addition phases, as
compared to other existing related schemes.
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